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1. Introduction

Let T be a theory with a relationallanguage L including a unary predicate

P. Let M be a model of T and N the Zr-structurei*M = {a e |Af| : M ＼=P{a)}

where L~ czL ―{P＼. The following question seems to be natural:

Question. Which properties of T ― Th(N) are also possessed by T

(under certain conditions)?

There are a few papers treating the question. In [HP] Hodges and Pillay

have shown that if T is minimal over P (definition 2.3) and every automorphism

of N can be extended to an automorphism of M (they call Mis a symmetric

extension of N), then N is Ko-categorical iff M is Ko-categorical. In [KT] Kikyo

and Tsuboi defined the 0-reduction property, the reduction property, the strong

reduction property, and the uniform reduction property. These reduction

properties are model theoretical rephrasing of symmetry. They have shown

that if T is minimal over P and has the uniform reduction property (i.e.,

for each L-formula (p{xy), there is an L~ -formula {//(xz) such that

(Vy)(3fe P)(Vjc e P)[<p(xy) <-+i/fp(xz)] holds), then T~ is A-stable iff T is A-stable

and T~ is unidimensional iff T is unidimensional.

In this paper, we mainly deal with the 0-reduction property (definition 2.1).

The 0-reduction property together with the minimality condition ensures that T

is not far from T~ if T is stable. But the 0-reduction property is not so

strong for an unstable theory. In fact there is a theory T such that T has the

0-reduction property over P, is minimal over P, and the number of models of

T is more than that of T~.

Example. Let A be a model whose theory has uncountably many

countable models. Let
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(i) L = {P, R}U the language of A,

(ii) L~=L-{P},

(iii)M = <M; PM,RM,the structureof A＼

(iv) M = AUB＼JC,

(v) PM = BUC,

(vi) C is the set of allbijectionsfrom A to B,

(vii)RM(x,y,f) iff xe AAy e Ba/e C a/{x) = y.

Since (Vxyz)^R(;c,y,z) holds in N,T=Th(M) has the 0-reduction

property over P and T~ = Th(N) has a unique countable model. T is minimal

over P because each element of C is a bijectionfrom A to fi. But T has

uncountably many countable models since Th(A) does.

When T is superstable,we can easilyprove thatif T has the 0-reduction

property over P and is minimal over P, then the number of a-models of T is

equal to that of T~ (corollary3.2).Furthermore, we prove the following:

Theorem (4.1, 5.1). Let T be a superstable theory with the 0-reduction

property over P. If T is minimal over P, then

(1) T has the DOP (dimensional order property) iff T~ has the DOP.

(2) T is deep iff T~ is deep.

For a stable theory, the 0-reduction property implies a reduction property

for formulas with parameters (in [KT], it was called the reduction property).

The key point of the proofs of the above theorems is that under this reduction

property, a type of an element in N is determined by its "L~-reduction" of the

type (see lemma 2.4).

2. Preliminaries

Let T be a theory with a relational language L including a unary predicate

P. Let M be a model of T and TV the Zr-structure PM = {a e ＼M＼: M ＼=P(a)}

where L~ a L ―{P}. As usual, we work in the big model Ji of T. We may

assume that a model of T" = Th(N) is an L~-elementary substructure of PM'.

The character M will denote an elementary submodel of Ji in T and the

character N will denote the set PM which is a model of T~. M and N may have

subscript. For notational convenience, we usually assume that if M and N have

the same subscript then N is the restrictionof M to P. For example, JV,-for PMi.

We write a,b,... for finite tuples of elements of Ji and x,y,... for finite

tuples of variables. When <pis an Lr-formula, we write (pp for the restriction of

(p,that is, the formula obtained from a by restrictingall the variables to P. For
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example, if cp{x)―(Vy)(3z)＼j/(xyz)and <f>is open, then tpp(x)= (Vy)(P(y) ―>

(3z)(il/(xyz)aP(x) aP(z))). We write (VxeP)<p(xy) to express the formula

(Vxi ･･･Vxn)[P(xi) a ･･･ a P(xn) -> ^(xy)l where x = x＼･･･xn.

Definition 2.1 ([KT, definition 1]). (1) We say that M has the 0-reduction

property over N if every L{0)-definable relation on N is L~(0)-definahle in N,

i.e.,for any L(0)-formula <p{x), there is an L~(0)-formula {//(x) such that

M＼= {VxeP)[<p(x) ^＼l/p(x)＼.

(2) We say that M has the reduction property over N if every L{M)-definable

relation on N is L~(N)-definable in N.

If some model of T has the 0-reduction property over N, then every model of

T has the property. So we say that T has the 0-reduction property over P if some

model of T has thisproperty.

The followinglemma was used in [KT] without proof. For the sake of

completeness, we prove it here.

Lemma 2.2 ([KT, pp. 902]). If T is stable and has the 0-reduction property

over P, then every model M of T has the reduction property over N.

Proof. Let M be a model of T, <p(xy) an L-formula, and ae M. We

want to find an L~ -formula ＼f/(xz) and a tuple b e N such that

Af f= (Vxe P)[^(jca) <-> ^(x^)]. For this, it is sufficient to show that

M (= ＼(p{ca)<->･＼jjp{ch)}for every c e N. By the stability, there are an L-formula

(p'{xz) and a tuple b e N such that M ＼=(p{ca) <-≫･̂'(c5) for every ceN. By

the 0-reduction property, there is an L~ -formula ＼jj(xz) such that

M ＼=Nxz g P) Wixz) <-> ^p(jcz)1 . D

Definition 2.3 ([KT, definition1]). We say that T is minimal over P if

every model M of T is a minimal model over N.

We write tp (a/B) for the L -type of a e N over B c N.

Lemma 2.4. Let a and b he tuplesfrom PM.

(1) tp{a/M) does not fork over N.

(2) If M has the reductionproperty over N, then tp(a/M) = tp(b/M) iff

tp~(a/N)= tp-(b/N).
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(3) If M has the reduction property over N, then tp{a/Mb) does not fork over

M iff tp~(a/Nh) does not fork over N in the sense of T~.

(4) If T has the 0-reduction property over P, then tp(a/N) is stationary in

the sense of T.

(For only if part of (2) and (3), we don't need the reduction property.)

Proof. (1) Let (p(x) be a formula in tp(a/M). We show that (p{x) has a

realization in N. Since M |= (3x)((p(x)axe P), we can find a tuple 6 e N

realizing (p{x).

(2) {=>) Clear.

(<s=) Let 9>(x) be a formula in tp(d/M). By the reduction property, there

is an L~(N) formula i//(x) such that M ＼=(Vx e P)[(p(x)-^>＼J/P(x)].Hence

ij/(x) tp~(d/N). And ＼//(x)etp~(b/N) since tp~{a/N) = tp~(b/N). Hence

p(jc)e tp(b/M). So tp{a/M) = tp{b/M).

(3) (=>) We show that tp~(d/Nb) is an heir over iV in the sense of T~. If

f{xb) e tp~(d/Nb) and p(jcy) is an L~(iV)-formula, then <pp(xh) e tp(a/Mh).

Since <pp(xy) is an L(M)-formula, we can find a tuple b e N such that

(pp{xb')etp{a/Mb). Hence tp{xb')etp-{a/Nb).

(<=) We show that tp(d/Mb) is an heir over M. If ^(xd) e tp(d/Mb)

and 9>(xy) is an L(Af)-formula, then, by the reduction property, there is

an L~(N)-formula ＼l/(xy)such that M ＼=(Vxy e P)[＼l/P(xy)<-+q>(xy)]. Since

＼l/(xb)g tp~(d/Nb) and i^(Jcy)is an L~(N)-formula, we can find a tuple b' e N

such that ＼l/(xb')e tp~(d/Nb). Hence p(x£')e tp{d/Mb).

(4) If tp{d/N) is not stationary in the sense of T, then we can find tuples

1,cePm and a model M1 =>N of T such that tp{b/M') and tp{c/M') are

different non-forking extensions of the type tp{d/M). By (2) and (3), tp~(b/Nf)

and tp~{c/N') are different non-forking extensions of the type tp~{d/N) in

the sense of T~. This contradicts the stationarity of tp~(d/N) in the sense

of T~. □

Note. We can see Kr(T) > Kr(T~) from (3)

3. n-models of T and T~

If M is an a-model of T, then N is an <3-model of T~ because

Kr(T) > Kr{T~).The followinglemma shows that for any a-model N of T~,

thereis an a-model M such that PM ―N.
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Lemma 3.1. Assume that T is stable,has the 0-reduction property over P,

and Kr(T) = Kr(T~).Let N be an a-model of T~.If M' is an a-prime model over

N in the sense of T. then N' ―N.

Proof. If N' 7^ N, we can choose an element ae N' ―N. Since M' is a-

prime over N, there is a subset A a N such that ＼A＼< Kr{T) and stp{a/A)

isolates tp(a/N) in the sense of T. Let {Ej(xa;hi) : hi e A,i < X} be an enu-

meration of stp{a/A) where each Ei(xy; hi) is a finiteequivalence relation over A

in the sense of T. By the 0-reduction property, for each / < X, we can find an

L~-formula 2^(xy;z,-) such that (Vjcyf,-e P)[Ei(xy;Zi) <-^E'ip(xy;zi)]holds in M.

E'^xy^hi) is a finiteequivalence relation over A in the sense of T~ because so is

Ei(xy;bi) in the sense of T. Hence {E'^xy^hi) : i < X} a stp~{a/A). If we choose

an element c e N as a realization of stp~{a/A), c also realizes stp(a/A), so c

realizes tp(alN). Hence tpia/N) = tp(c/N). But this is a contradiction since

a$N. □

Corollary 3.2. Let T he stable,minimal over P, has the 0-reduction

property over P, and Kr(T) = Kr{T~).

(1) For every a-model N of T~, thereis a unique a-model M of T such that

PM = N. Moreover, ＼M＼= ＼N＼.

(2) Every a-model M of T is a-prime over N = PM.

(3) The map which takes M to N = PM is a bijectionbetween a-models of T

and a-models of T~ of the same cardinality.

When T is superstable, the number of a-models is classifiedby the

dimensional order property (definition4.2) and the deepness (definition5.4)

([Shi).We consider these propertiesin following two sections.

4. Dimensional order property

In this section, we show:

Theorem 4.1. If T is super stable,has the 0-reduction property over P and

is minimal over P, then T has the DOP (dimensional order property) iff T~ has

the DOP. The minimality condition is not necessary for if part.

First, we recall the definition of the dimensional order property.
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Definition 4.2 ([Sh, definition X.2.1]). let T be superstable. We say that T

has the dimensional order property (DOP) if there are a-models M,-(/ = 0,1,2,3)

and a regular type p e S(M$) such that:

･ Mo -< M＼, M2,

･ Mi and Mi are independent over Mo,

･ M3 is a-prime over M＼Mi,

･ p is orthogonal to Mi and Mi.

To prove the theorem 4.1, we need the following three lemmas.

Lemma 4.3. Assume that T is stable,has the 0-reduction property over P

and Kr(T) = Kr{T~).Let No, Ni be a-models,No -<N＼,Mq a-prime over No, and

Mo an a-prime model over MqNx . Then My is a-prime over iVi and PMl ―N＼.

Proof. Let Mi be an a-prime model over N＼. By lemma 3.1, PM° = Nq

and PMl = Ni. We can find an elementary submodel M'o -< M＼ which is iso-

morphic to Mo over iVo since Mo is a-prime over Nq. By lemma 2.4(1)(4),

tp{N＼/No) is stationary and tp(Ni/M'Q) does not fork over Nq. Hence

tp(M'0/Ni) ― tp(Mo/N＼). So we can embed M.2 into Mi over N＼.Hence M.2 is fir-

prime over N＼ and PMl - N＼. □

Lemma 4.4. Assume that T is stable,has the 0-reduction property over P

and Kr(T) ―Kr(T~).Let a be a tuplefrom PM. Then tp(a/M) is regularin the

sense of T iff tp~(a/N)is regularin the sense of T~.

Proof. (=>) If tp (a/N) is not regular in the sense of T , then there is a

forking extension tp~(b/C) which is not orthogonal to tp~{a/N) in the sense of

T~. We may assume that

･ tp~{a/C) does not fork over N in the sense of T~,

･ a and b are dependent over C in the sense of T~.

Let N' be an a-model of T~ such that C a N' and tp~(ab/N') does not fork over

C. By lemma 3.1, there is an a-model M' of T such that PM> =N'. By lemma

2.4,

･ tp{a/M') does not fork over M,

･ tp(b/M') is a forking extension of tp(a/M),

･ a and b are dependent over M'.

Hence tp{a/M) is not regular.

(<=) If tp(d/M) is not regular, there is a forking extension tp(b/C) which is

not orthogonal to tpia/M). We may assume that:
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･ tp(a/C) does not fork over M,

･ a and b are dependent over C in the sense of T.

Let M' be a model of T such that C a M' and tp(ah/M') does not fork over C

By lemma 2.4,

･ tp~(a/N')does not fork over N in the sense of T~,

･ tp~(b/N')is a forking extension of tp~(a/N)in the sense of T~,

･ a and £ are dependent over TV'in the sense of T~.

Hence tp~(a/N)is not regularin the sense of T~. n

Lemma 4.5. Assume that T is stable, has the 0-reduction property over P.

Let a be a tuple from PM and Mq -< Mi.

(1) If T is minimal over P, Mo and M＼ a-models, and tp{a/M＼) orthogonal to

Mo, then tp~{a/N＼)is orthogonal to Nq in the sense of T~.

(2) If tp~(a/N＼)is orthogonal to Nq in the sense of T~, then tp{d/M＼) is

orthoaonal to Mn.

Proof. (1) If tp (a/N＼)is non-orthogonal to No in the sense of T , we

can choose a tuple b e PM such that:

･ tp~(b/N＼)does not fork over JVoin the sense of T~,

･ a and h are dependent over N＼in the sense of T~.

By lemma 4.3 and corollary 3.2(1)(2),Mi is a-prime over MRN＼. Hence, by

lemma 2.4(3),

･ tp(h/M＼)does not fork over Mq.

･ a and b are dependent over M＼.

This shows that tp{a/M＼)is non-orthogonal to Mo.

(2) We use the following fact.

Fact 4.6 ([Sfa,V.3.4]). Suppose that A <=B and p e S(B) is a stationary

type.Let f he an elementary mapping whose domain is B such thatf＼A is the

identity,stp(B/A) = stp{f(B)/A), and stp(f{B)/B) does not fork over A. Then p

is orthoaonal to A iffp is orthogonal to f(p).

Let /be an elementary mapping whose domain is M＼ such that/|Mo is the

identity, stp(M＼/Mo) = stp{f(M＼)/Mo), and stp{f{M＼)/M＼) does not fork over

Mq in the sense of T. Then, by lemma 2.4, f＼Ni is an elementary mapping

whose domain is N＼, /＼Nq the identity, stp~(Ni/No) = stp~(f(Ni)/No), and

stp~(f(N＼)/N＼) does not fork over JVo in the sense of T~. By fact 4.6, if

tp(a/M＼) is non-orthogonal to Mq, then tp(a/M＼) is non-orthogonal to
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tp(f{a)/f{M＼)). We may assume that tp(a/Mi) and tp{f{a)/M2) do not fork

over Mi and/(Mi) respectively, a and f(a) are dependent over M2, where M2

is a model containing Mi and /(Mi). By lemma 2.4, tp~{a/N2) and

tp~{f{a)/N2) do not fork over N＼ and f{N＼) respectively, a and f(d) are

dependent over iV2 in the sense of T~. Hence tp~{a/N＼)is non-orthogonal to

tp~(f(a)/f{N＼))in the sense of T~. By fact 4.6, tp~(a/N＼)is non-orthogonal to

iVo in the sense of T~. Q

The proof of theorem 4.1 will be completed by following two lemmas.

Lemma 4.7. Let T be superstable, has the 0-reduction property over P and

is minimal over P. If T has the DOP then T~ has the DOP.

Proof. Since T has the DOP, there are a-models M,-(*= 0,1,2,3) and

a regular type p = tp{a/M-$) witnessing the conditions for the DOP. By the

minimality of T over P, we can choose an element h e PMM ―N$ such that

tp~{b/N^) is regular in the sense of T~ where Mi[d] denotes an a-prime model

over M3a. We show that Nt{i = 0,1,2,3) and tp(b/Ni) witness the DOP of T~.

By lemma 2.4(3),N＼ and JV2 are independent over No. N3 is a-prime over N1N2:

Let JV4 be an a-model containing N＼ and N2 in the sense of T~. Let M4 be an

a-prime model over JV4 in the sense of T. By lemma 3.1, PM* = JV4. By lemma

3.2(2),we can embed Mo into M4 over iVo. By lemma 2.4, this embedding does

not change the type of N1N2M0. Hence we can assume that Mo < M4. Let

M[ -< Mi be an ii-prime model over MqN＼ , then jPm! = N＼. By the minimality of

T over P, M＼ = M[. Hence Mi is an a-prime model over MqN＼ . Similarly, M2

is an a-prime model over MqN2. Hence we can embed Mi and M2 into M4 over

MoM and M0N2 respectively. By lemma 2.4, this embedding does not change

the type of M1M2. Hence we may assume that M1M2 <= M4 and can embed M3

in M4 over M1M2. Then iV3 is embedded in ^4 over iViA^.

tp~(b/Ni) is orthogonal to N＼ and N2 in the sense of T~: Since tp(a/Mj)

and tp{b/Mi) are dependent, tp{b/M$) is orthogonal to Mi and M2. By lemma

4.5, tp~{b/N$) is orthogonal to N＼ and N2 in the sense of T~.

Hence T~ has the DOP. n

Lemma 4.8. Let T be superstable, has the 0-reduction property over P. If

T~ has the DOP then T has the DOP.
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Proof. Since T~ has the DOP, thereare a-models Nt{i= 0,1,2,3) and a

regular type p ―tp~(a/Ns)witnessingthe conditionsfor the DOP.

Let Mo be an a-prime model over No in the sense of T. Let M＼ and M2 be

G-prime models over MqN＼ and M0N2 respectively.By lemma 2.4(3),Mi and

M2 areindependent over Mq. By lemma 4.3,PMi = JV,-(/= 0,1,2).Let M4 be an

a-prime model over M＼Mi. We may assume that ^3 -<iV4 since^3 is a-prime

over N1N2. Let tp~(b/N^)be a non-forking extension of p in the sense of T~.

Then tp~(b/M^)is orthogonal to iVi and N2 in the sense of T~~.By lemma 4.5,

q = tp{b/N$)is orthogonal to Mi and M2. Hence Mt{i = 0,1,2,4) and q witness

the conditions for the DOP. fl

By lemmas 4.7 and 4.8, we completed the proof of theorem 4.1.

In lemma 4.7, we assumed the 0-reduction property and the minimality.

In lemma 4.8,we assumed the 0-reduction property. The following example

shows that we can not weaken these assumptions.

Example 4.9. (1) The following example shows that the minimality con-

dition is necessary for lemma 4.7. Let E＼(xy) and Ei{xy) be crosscutting

equivalence relations where the number of Erclasses is infinite(i = 1,2) and each

Ei-Ei-class is infinite.Let L ―{P,E＼,E2} where P is contained in an E＼-Ei-class.

Let L~ = L ―{P}. Since the structure of N is only equality, T has the 0-

reduction property and T~ does not have the DOP. Since each E＼-E2-classmay

have various infinitecardinality, T has the DOP and is not minimal over P.

(2) The following example shows that the 0-reduction property is necessary

for lemma 4.7. Let E＼{xy) and Ei{xy) be crosscutting equivalence relations where

the number of Ef-classes is infinite(i =1,2) and each E＼-E2-classis infinite.Let

L = {P,E＼,E2} where P= "x ― x". Let L~ ― 0. Then T is minimal over P

since PM ― M. But T does not have the 0-reduction property over P and T~

does not have the DOP since the structure of N is only equality. T has the DOP

as in (1).

(3) The following example shows that the 0-reduction property is necessary

for lemma 4.8. Let E＼{xy), E2(xy) and E^(xy) be crosscutting equivalence

relations where the number of Ei-classes is infinite(i = 1,2,3), each E＼-E2-classis

infiniteand each E＼-E2-Ei-classis a singleton. Let L = {P,Ei,E2,Ei} where P =

"x = x". let L~ = {E＼,E{＼. Then T does not have the DOP and the 0-reduction

property over P since the structure of M is restrictedby E-$.T is minimal over P

since PM = M. T~ has the DOP as in (1).
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5. Deepness

In this section, we show:

Theorem 5.1. IfT is super stable,has the 0-r eduction property over P and

is minimal over P, then T is deep iff T~ is deep. The minimality condition is not

necessary for if part.

The following definitions are from [Shi

Definition 5.2 ([Sh, definitionX.I.2]). For A c B c C we say B<AC if

for every ceC, tpic/B) is orthogonal to A.

Definition 5.3 ([Sh, definition X.4.1]). Let K = {(M,M',a) : tp(a/M) is

regular, M' is a-prime over Ma, and M is an a-model}.

For every member of K we define its depth, an ordinal {zero or successor but

not limit) or infinity oo, by:

(1) Dp(M, Mf, a) > 0 iff (M, M＼ a) e K,

(2) Dp(M, M',d) > a -f 1 (a zero or successor) iff for some M", a':

(M',M",d!)eK, M' <M M" and Dp(M',M",a') > a,

(3) Dp{M,M',a) >d + l

(4) Dp{M,M',a) = 00

Dp{M, M', a) = a iffDp(M

. (5 limit) iff Dp{M,M',a) > p for fi< d,

iff far every ordinal p Dp(M, M', a) > $

M＼a) > a but not Dp(M,M',a) > a+ 1.

Definition 5.4 ([Sh, definition X.4.2]). (1) The depth of the theory Dp(T)

is sup{Dp(M, M', a) : (M,M',a) e K} when thisis finite and sup{Dp(M, M', a) :

(M, M',a) e K} + 1 when this is infinite.

(2) We say the theory T is deep if its depth is oo; otherwise it is shallow.

The proof of theorem 5.1 willbe completed by following two lemmas.

Lemma 5.5. Suppose that T is superstable,has the 0-reduction property

over P and is minimal over P. If Dp(M, M', a) > a, then thereis an element

beN' such that (N,N',b)eK and Dp(N,N',b) > a.

Proof. We prove the lemma by the induction on a

(a = 0) If Dp(M, M',a) > 0 then
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･ tp{a/M) is regular,

･ M' is a-prime over Ma,

･ M is a-model.

N and N' are a-models of T~. By the minimality of T over P, we can choose an

element b e N' ―N such that tp~{b/N) is regular in the sense of T~. tp{b/M) is

also regular by lemma 4.4. Hence M' is 0-prime over Mb. Hence N' is at-prime

over M> in the sense of T~: Assume that No is an a-model containing N and b.

Let Mo be an ii-prime model over MNq. By lemma 4.3, PM° = No. Since M'

is a-prime over Mb, we can embed M' into Mo over Mb. Hence N' is

embedded in No over M>.

(a = j8+l) If Dp(M,M',a)^p+l, there are a model M" and a tuple

a1 e Jf such that

･ Dp{M', M", a') g A",

･ M' <M M",

･ Dp(M', M", a') > p.

As in the case a = 0, there is an element b e TV' such that (N,N',b) e K in the

sense of T~. By the induction hypothesis, there is an element b1 e M" such that

{N',N",b') e K and DpiN.N'^b1) > ftin the sense of T~. Hence it is sufficientto

show N' <jv N" in the sense of T~. If not, there are tuples ceN" such that

tp~{c/N') is non-orthogonal to iV in the sense of T~. By lemma 4.5, tp{c/M') is

non-orthogonal to M. This is a contradiction since M' <m M".

(a = 8 + 1 where <5is limit or a = 00) Clear. □

Lemma 5.6. Suppose that T is superstable,has the 0-reduction property

over P.IfDp(N,N',d) > a in the senseof T~,then thereare a-models M and M'

of T such that PM = N, PM> = N' and Dp(M, M',a) > a.

Proof. We prove thelemma by theinduction on a. Let M be an a-prime

model over N, and M' an a-prime model over MN'. By lemma 3.1 and lemma

4.3, PM = N and PM> = N'.

(a = 0) If Dp(N,N',a) > 0 in the sense of T~,then:

･ tp~(a/N)is regularin the sense of T~,

･ N' is a-prime over Na in the sense of T~,

･ N is an a-model in the sense of T~.

tp{a/M) is regular by lemma 4.4.Since M' is a-prime over MN', it is a-prime

over Ma: Assume that Mo is an a-model containingM and a. We can embed N'

intoiVo over Na. By lemma 2.4(4),we know thatthisembedding does not change

the type of MN'. Hence we can embed M' into Mq over MN'.
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(a = 0+1) If Dp(N,N',a) >P+l, there are a model N" and a tuple

a'e P^ such that:

･ {N',N",a')eK in the sense of T~,

･ Nf <n N" in the sense of T~,

･ Dp{N',N",a!) > fiin the sense of r~.

Let M" be an a-prime model over M'N". By lemma 4.3,PM" = N". As in the

case a = 0, we can show that (M'',M"＼ct)e K. Dp(M', M", a')> p by the

induction hypothesis.We show M' <m M". If not, thereis a type over M which

is not orthogonal to tp{M"/M'). Let tp{c/M') be a non-forking extensionof the

type such that c and M" are dependent over M'. Since M" is a-prime over

M'N", c and N" are dependent over M'. Hence tp(N"/M') is non-orthogonal to

M. By lemma 4.5,tp~(N"/N')is non-orthogonal to N in the senseof T~.This is

a contradictionsince N' <n N".

(a = d + 1 where 5 is limit or a = oo) Clear. □

By lemma 5.5 and lemma 5.6, Dp(T) = Dp{T~). Hence the proof of

theorem 5.1 was completed.

6. Countable stable theories

In lemma 3.1, we showed that for any a-model N of T~, thereis an a-

model M of T such that PM = N. In thissection,we sow thatif T is countable

and stablethen for any model N of T~ thereis a model M of T with PM = N.

Definition 6.1. Let A c B. We say that B is locally atomic over A if for

any c e B and a formula <p{xy), there is a formula ＼J/(x)ep such that {//(x)isolates

p＼ where p = tp{c/A) and p＼ = {(p{xb) : tp(xb) ep}.

The following fact is essential for theorem 6.3 below.

Fact 6.2 ([Sh, IV.3.1]). Let T be countable and stable. For any set A, there

is a locally atomic model over A.

Theorem 6.3. Suppose that T is countable,stableand has the 0-reduction

property.Let N be a model of T~ and M' a locallyatomic model over N. Then

N' = N.

Proof. If N' # N, then we can choose aeN' ―N. Since M' is locally

atomic over N, there is a formula (pixb) ep = tp(a/N) such that <p(xb)isolates
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p＼Xjty in the sense of T. By the 0-reduction property, there is an L -formula

il/(xy) such that (Vxy e P) ＼(p(xy)<->tyP{xy)] holds. Since M' ＼=<p(ab), we can see

that N' ＼=(3x)＼j/(xh). Hence N ＼=(3x)＼lj(xb). Let ce N be a witness of Mx£).

Then c realizes p＼

x*cep＼Xft. D

by the choice of (p and if/.This is a contradiction since

The followingexample shows that the countable conditionis necessary for

theorem 6.3.

Example 6.4. There is a stable uncountable theory T and a model N of T

such that no model M of T satisfiesPM = N.

Let L = {P,a{i < oS),Fn(tie 2a),Rn{ti e 2<03)},L- =L-{P} and M =

<M; N, cf*(i< co),Ff(rj e 2W), R^{ri e 2<ft))> where

(i) N = {cf :i < oj} U {a},

(ii) M = NU{hri:r,e2<°},

(iii) F is a function from M ―N to N,

(iv) Ff(bv) = Cm<> n＼i= v＼iand rf{i)# v(i),

(v) F"(bv) = aori = v,

(vi) R^(bv) o rjis an initialsegment of v.

Then T is stable and has the 0-reduction property over P since any definable

set in N is definable by cts.Let N1 = {cf1 :i < co},then N' is a model of T~. But

there is no model M' such that PM' = N' because tp(a) does not have the

realization in N'.

The following example shows that the stabilityis necessary for theorem 6.3.

Example 6.5. There is a countable unstable theory T and a model N of T~

such that no model M of T satisfiesPM ―N.

Let L = {P,R, Ui{i= 1,2,3)}, L~=L-P and M=(M;N,RM,

1/^(1 = 1,2,3) > where

(i) M=U{fU U? U t/3M where C/f is the set of allfunctions from Uf1 to

jjM

(ii)N=U^U C/2M,

(iii)RM(x,yJ) o x e U^1 a y e C/2Ma/ e £/3Ma/(x) = y,

(iv) U^ and U^ are countable.

Then T is a countable theory with the 0-reduction property over P since the

structure of M depends on t/3M.Let N' be a model of T~ such that ＼Uf＼# ＼Uf |.

But there is no model M' such that PM> = N' because ＼Uf＼= ＼Uj*＼holds in every

model M of T.
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